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Topic: Mohamad Nabi's concept about
truth.
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The following article shares the views of
Mahakavi

Subramanya

Barathiyar

about

Islam. His depth knowledge about many

religions has made him to understand the
real spirituality. When we read the following
article about Mohamad Nabi's views about
idol worship it is not surprising. Because

what Vedas convey about the primordial truth and idols he has realized and conveyed to us. We are
very much supporting his views.
The uni5 pattern of thinking will help us to understand more clearly about Mohamad's concepts which
are very important for many Hindus who are just blindly worshipping many deities without knowing and
inter connecting them with their own self.
Barathiyar writes as follows,

''Let us demolish all the old idols of blind belief and try to worship the primordial truth of the

universe which is ''bhramam'' or ''Allah'' says Nabi.

Demolish is the term used to make us to think. In what sense we can take this word? Is it

physically breaking the idols which loo very beautiful? We say it is the mental stubbornness within
us about God. We all believe that God is only in this stone or metal piece. That blind concept

has to be demolished! It is the metaphor உருவகம் of the truth. But when people refuse to
think beyond that idol we must be strong in telling them that truth.

Mohamad Nabi did the same through the tool called Islam. But Kuraaish followers could not accept
Nabi. They planned to kill him and troubled his men also. Nabi escaped from Mecca and left to
Madhena. But he was followed by Kuraaish members in horses to kill him. Nabi and his single
disciple hide themselves behind a bush. Horses were nearing them. The disciple was very much
sacred.

Nabi said, ''Dear! I am on this Earth to make these people to realize the truth. I am the

messenger to make everyone to know the truth. So still I complete my task I will never die!
Those who follow me must be free from fear!''

Enemies searched for him. They could not find him as he has hidden within the truth. So they left. In
this context we have to understand Nabi's staunch surrender and belief to the truth which is called
''Allah'' which is required for every single man on this Earth.

